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Applications to Acceptance
Final steps to gaining employment
This booklet will help you prepare for various stages of the job application
process. The number of recruitment stages will vary. Some roles may require a CV,
Cover Letter and Interview, whilst others will require multiple stages as covered in
this booklet. When applying for roles it is important to pay attention to individual
employers’ recruitment processes.
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Researching Employers

Knowing as much as possible about an employer you wish to work with - as
well as the role you hope to gain with them - helps show employers your
work ethic and gives you knowledge that can set you apart from other
candidates.

Where to look
1
2

3

4

5

News sources
Use a search engine that allows you to focus on news stories to search for a
company name, or search directly on an online news publication. This will give you
an overview of recent and past developments the company has been through.
Social media
Find out what social media channels your prospective employer is on, and fnd out
what messages they are promoting. If you have already looked up what news stories
are going on about them, this may also give you an insight as to the company’s
stance on the developments. Look into mentions and reviews to see public
interactions about and directly with the company to get some insight into public
opinion about the company, and learn how they respond to issues.
Employees
Look for websites that allow employees of various companies to leave information
about what it is like to work for the company. This will give you some insight into the
culture of the company, and perhaps even the requirements of the role. If you have
a contact within the company you can speak to directly, this is also a good way to
gain information.
Industry sources and competitors
Knowing the market in which your prospective employer moves in will indirectly give
you information about the employer - for instance, knowing about their competitors
will help you know what makes your prospective employer diferent. Knowing
industry news will help you talk about challenges and opportunities the company is
facing, or may come across in future.
Company website(s)
Among displaying their most important marketing messages of the time, the
company’s website may give you an overview of services that are on ofer, a
collection of media releases and perhaps even a mission statement and insight into
the company’s ethos.

Researching Employers
What to look for
For each of these points of information, it’s worth
evaluating how your fndings line up with your wants &
needs - specifcally in relation to the kind of employer you
want to work for.
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Making an Application

Application forms are a very common selection tool used by employers,
and can be delivered in paper or electronic formats. As with CVs or cover
letters, the employer is looking to see how you meet their requirements and
demonstrate your experience in these areas.

Answering questions
Application forms will take you through a variety of questions. Generally they
begin with straight forward requests for details: your contact information,
education, employment history, etc. They may then go onto some more
complicated questions similar to what you might expect in a job interview.
Your research should help you see clearly the key competencies and role
requirements each question is looking to see you cover. Ensure you provide
evidence of when you have demonstrated your skills from work or university
experience.
Use the STAR technique outlined later in this resource to help you structure
your answers and demonstrate how you meet the role requirements.

Additional/Supporting Statement
The Additional/Supporting Statement section of the aplication form gives you the
opportunity to add additional relevant and supportive information that has not
been provided in the other sections of the application. Where possible provide
clear examples to evidence how you meet the key criteria mentioned in the job
specifcation or requirements. Aim to use the STAR technique when giving examples.

References
Many application forms will ask you to provide two or three references. Choose
people who you know well enough to highlight your potential as an employee,
and ensure you have asked their permission before completing your form.
Most employers will want to hear from previous employers, but you can also
ask lecturers, tutors, or people in positions of seniority from volunteering
organisations or hobby groups you are involved in.

Making an Application

How to prepare
1
2

3
4
5

Give yourself time
Take your time to prepare your application, leaving enough
time for someone to read it over for you.
Do your research
As well as doing research on the employer, you should put
some specifc research into the role; read through the job
description and specifcations carefully to identify the exact
skills they want and need. Use this research to inform your
answers.

Remember:
You can make
an appointment
with a Skills Adviser
to check your
application

Work on your self awareness
Take what you have researched about the role and employer, and match it up with your
skills and experience. Find specifc examples of moments you have been involved in to
demonstrate these in the context of what the role is asking for.
Use a word processing program in a quiet space
Write your answers in a word processing program with spellchecking and word
count functions. This will make it easier for you to proof your writing, keep within or
reach word limits and ensure you can save your work and come back to it later. Work
in an environment you won’t be distracted to give your full efort to each answer.
Check questions carefully
Think about exactly what you are being asked on each part of the form, and consider why
you are being asked for that information. For example:
Describe a time when you have managed a complex project, including details of the
challenges faced and how you overcame them within the specifed timeframe
If you are not reading questions closely, it is an easy mistake to describe how you have
managed a complex project, but miss out on describing how you overcame any challenges.
Highlighting keywords as we have above will ensure you answer questions fully and
accurately.

Equality, Diversity, and
Job Seeking
The Equality Act 2010 states that the following nine characteristics are protected
within the law: age, disability, gender reassignment/identity, marriage and civil
partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief (including lack of belief ),
sex or sexual orientation. This means jobseekers and employees who belong to one or
more of the protected characteristics should not be discriminated against.
To fnd out more information about disclosure and your rights visit• TARGET jobs equality and diversity - www.targetjobs.co.uk/careers-advice/equalityand-diversity/668665-equality-and-diversity-issues-and-your-graduate-job-hunt
• University of Lincoln Careers and Employability - www.uolcareers.co.uk/studentsgraduates/equality-diversity/

Equal Opportunities Monitoring Forms
When you apply for a job, you may be asked to complete an equal opportunities
form, which is separate to the rest of your application. This is not seen by the
recruitment panel and will not have an impact on the rest of your application. Once
an appointment is made, the data will be used solely by HR to make appropriate
changes to the recruitment process to try to ensure more applications from
underrepresented groups are received in the future.

Disclosure and Discrimination in the Application Process
The Equality Act 2010 provides the right to not be directly or inderectly discriminated
against. You are not legally required to disclose your protected characteristics to an
employer. If you feel you have been discriminated against during the recruitment process
the following websites might be of help:
•

University of Lincoln Students’ Union - www.lincolnsu.com/advice/welfare

•

Citizens Advice - www.citizensadvice.org.uk

•

ACAS (Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service) - www.acas.org.uk

Careers Support

The Careers & Employability service aims to support individual queries regarding equality
and diversity. Whilst this page gives general advice it may not answer your specifc concerns.
If you have any concerns or questions about the impact your protected characteristics may
have on your job applications or employment then please book a careers guidance
appointment.

Job Interviews
The purpose of an interview is twofold. On one side, an interview is a chance
for an employer to hear more about your experience, skills and personality to
see how you could be an asset to them. On the other, it provides you with an
opportunity to learn more about the company and if the position and work
environment they are ofering is suitable for your own wants and needs.
Ensure that along with your employer research, you have thoroughly researched
the role and know how your skills and experience suit the role. In order to excel,
you will need to be enthusiastic about the role, persuasive about how you suit it
and confdent in your knowledge.

Types of interviews
Remote: phone and video interviews
In some cases, remote interviews may involve you talking directly to a person or panel
as you would in a traditional interview. In others, you may be a part of a large screening
process where you answer pre-recorded or text-based questions, with your answers
being recorded to be reviewed by recruiters at a later stage - in this latter case, think of
this interview as an application form. You may not be able to receive answers to questions
or gain more information.
Be confdent and prepared:
• Make sure you are in a quiet environment.
• Ensure you have a good signal or steady connection - if you are having a video
interview, be especially careful to practice taking a call in advance to test your video
and sound quality.
• Dress appropriately for video interviews, and keep your body language in mind.
• Keep a copy of any relevant information (the role description, your CV) nearby.
Face-to-face
In-person interviews can be conducted on a one-toone basis, or with a panel of managers and relevant
employees. These interviews can follow a variety of
diferent structures - ensure you have throroughly
researched as much about the company and process as
you can in order to stave of nerves. Ensure you practice
with a friend to note your body language and the
confdence you have when answering questions.

Remember:
You can make
an appointment
with a Skills Adviser
to practice your
interview skills

Job Interviews
Preparation checklist
Location and travel details
Do you know exactly where the interview will be taking place? Do you know how you
will get there and how long it will take, allowing for delays?
Date and time
Do you know exactly when it will take place? For remote interviews, allow an hour
or two to ensure your environment is appropriate and your technology is working
correctly. For face-to-face, aim to arrive 10-15 minutes early.
Appropriate dress
Are you dressed appropriately? Even if conducting a video interview, ensure you are
able to dress the part so the impression you leave is the right one. Check carefully if
the employer has detailed a dress code, otherwise assume you should dress in smart
business-casual or a work suit dependant on the role.
Materials
Unless the employer asks you not to prepare anything, it is a good idea to have
your CV for both yourself and the interviewer to refer to. Ensure you check to see if
the employer has requested that you have anything else such as a portfolio, papers
answering some questions for them, or a prepared presentation.
Employer details
If possible, it’s a good idea to fnd out the names of those who will be interviewing
you before going in for the interview. This will allow you to feel and appear more
confdent when you arrive and introduce yourself.
Luggage
If you have travelled for this interview, ensure you have a plan regarding your
luggage. If you need to have it with you, check with the employer if you can leave
your luggage with reception so it is out of the way.
Hydration
For phone or video interviews, be sure to have a drink of water nearby. Remember
you can ask an employer for one if going for a face-to-face interview.
Body language
Practice your body language including a frm introductory handshake (for in-person
interviews). Practice sitting without fdgeting if it is an issue for you. Be sure you
know how to appear open and confdent.
Questions
Use your research to prepare questions for the employer. Make a note to also
ask about when you will hear back, or what will happen next. You may also like
to practice asking questions to clarify what an employer has asked you if you are
worried about mishearing or misunderstanding questions.

STAR Technique

In application forms and in interviews, you will often come across
Competency Questions that seek to test your experiences against
the requirements of the role. These questions will often start
with things like ‘can you tell about a time when...’. To answer
these kinds of questions, it’s useful to follow the structure of
the STAR technique, which will help you clearly evidence how
you meet each skill and requirement the employer wants to
hear about.

S

Situation
A Situation will cover a place you were working, a project you were involved in
or some sort of challenge that you were faced with. Think through places you
have worked, assignments you have worked on at university, or similar.

T

Task
You might like to think of this step as ‘Target’ instead - within the Situation
or challenge you came across, what was required of you? What was your
motivation/goal?

A

Action
What did you do in order to achive your Task and why? To explain yourself,
you might like to outline why you chose this course of action instead of any
alternatives that might have presented themselves within the Situation.

R

Result
What happened as a Result of your Action - did you accomplish your Task?
How did it afect the Situation? Regardless of your success, what did you learn?
Numbers always impress, so use them if possible (eg. ‘Increased sales by 50%’)

Find diferent Situations you have faced that you can use to demonstrate your skills,
and practice talking through these so you can fnd a good way to make the STAR
technique fow for you. It’s always better to be able to sound natural rather than
following a rigid template.

Sample Questions
You may come across these questions (or questions like them) in application
forms or interviews - we’ve included some suggested ways to answer these
questions to help you form your own. Always answer questions honestly.

Can you tell us about a time when something went wrong, and how you dealt with
it?
In this Competency Question, use the STAR technique to show the employer skills or
strengths they are looking for within the role or company, such as problem-solving,
responsibility, resilience, organisation or even how you can acknowledge and learn
from mistakes. Remember to think carefully about each part of these questions, as
outlined in the Application Form section of this guide. In an interview, you can clarify
the question with the interviewer to ensure you have understood it fully before
answering.

1

S

T
A

R

2

Sample Answer:
Moving to the university campus was my frst time living away from home, and I
found out I was terrible at budgeting without my parents around. I ignored the issue
out of fear and quickly found myself going into debt.
I knew I had to get back on track, and so set a meeting with the bank to persuade
them to give me a large overdraft until I could get out of debt.
Before the meeting, I found several part-time job openings and sought help from
the university’s Careers & Employability team on tailored applications for those
roles. I also drew up a detailed budget-plan, and brought details of both these
actions with me to the bank.
My jobseeking eforts landed me a role with a local retailer a day before the
meeting. Being able to show the bank adviser all the work I had done resulted in
them granting me a larger overdraft than I was going to request. I followed my
budget strictly and after excelling in my retail role, was out of debt by the end of
the year - I’ve learned how to budget better, and to deal with problems as they arise
rather than putting them of out of fear.
What gets you out of bed in the morning?
In this Strength Question, the employer is looking for motivations, personality, work ethic
and other qualities around your motivations here, in order to see how you will ft into their
team.
Sample Answer:
My education has shown me so many interesting things in the world,
and I always feel motivated to learn more. I get out of bed to discover
new things and fnd joy in broadening my knowledge in this feld.
Cofee helps too!

Don’t be
afraid to
use a bit of
mild humour to
show your
personality!

Sample Questions
3

A new steampunk themed café is opening up in the centre of Lincoln and has
outsourced to us for its marketing activity. What issues will we face?
In Case-Study Questions like this one, the employer is not looking for a correct
answer as much as they are hoping to hear the process you go through to get to
whatever answer you do give. Ensuring you have done your research prior to the
interview should make you more prepared for this kind of question. Use what you
have learned in your university course to help you as well, ask for pen and paper
if you’d like to write or draw something out like a SWOT analysis or mathematical
calculation. These questions are also common in assessment centres.
Sample Answer:
Knowing what I do about Lincoln, the frst consideration is that it targets a niche
interest in a city with a small population. It has an opportunity in that we will be able
to centre some marketing around the popular steampunk festival in August, but will
need to fnd another strong customer motivator throughout the rest of the year. We
will need to consider threats in competition from...

4

Why do you want to work for us?
Common questions like this Organisational Question are your chance to show
your research and knowledge. Use stories to capture the employer’s interest, but
remember to be honest and genuine. Sometimes being completely honest can be
what truly sets you apart from other candidates.
Sample Answer:
Honestly, I didn’t at frst. When I started my jobsearch, I was very specifcally
looking for a role I’ve wanted to have since I was a kid and I didn’t mind what
company it was attached to. I researched every employer I applied to though, and
I was stopped in my tracks when I started looking into this company’s community
outreach; specifcally with your current project. It made me really think about the
impact my work could have on people, and since then this has been the interview
I’ve most hoped to have. I want to work with a company who is community minded
and wants to make a diference like this one.

5

Do you have any questions for us?
Most employers will ask you this in an interview- it’s a chance for you to show your
knowledge, but also a time for you to assess if this employer is really one you want
to work for (though this may not be the time to ask about salary or benefts). Make
sure you prepare some questions before the interview so you don’t get stuck here don’t leave without asking a question or two to show your interest in the role.
Sample Answer:
It seems like the culture here is fun and relaxed and I would like to learn more about
that. Your recruitment Facebook page posted last month about a day your team had
at a theme park - what other activities or events does this company do in terms of
company culture?

Assessment Centres
An assessment centre may come as a late phase of a recruitment process.
Many employers use these centres as an opportunity to see how candidates
behave when faced with a diverse range of situations. These tasks will test your
competencies, give you a chance to meet the team, help you gain a better
understanding of the team and contribute to your decision of whether or not you
would like to work there.
Assessment centres vary in structure and format. Throughout the exercises
you work through, it’s important to remember that you will be scored for your
individual performance. Remember that you will be watched at all times, even
during breaks. Make sure you remain professional throughout the day, and ask
for feedback at the end.

Preparation checklist
Research
Have you researched the employer and role thoroughly? See if you can fnd out
exactly what to expect of the day as well.
Location and Time
Check the time and location carefully - it may not be at the employer’s main
building. Plan your route in advance, allowing extra time for delays.
Appropriate dress
Dress smartly as you might for a job interview. Ensure you have read instructions, as
some employers will ask you to bring a change of clothes for physical exercises.
Materials
Check all instructions to ensure you have everything asked of you such as presentation
materials. If there is an interview component, you may wish to bring your CV.
Luggage
If you have travelled overnight, ensure you have a plan regarding your luggage. If
you need to have it with you, check with the employer if you can store it somewhere.
Body language
Practice your body language including a frm introductory handshake.
Practice sitting without fdgeting if it is an issue for you. Be sure
you know how to appear open and confdent.

Book
onto our
Assessment
Centres Workshop
through our
events page on
uolcareers.
co.uk

Assessment Centres
Common features & exercises
1

Employer introduction and information
This could involve a presentation about the company or role(s) being recruited, and
may include a tour of the workplace. Pay attention to everything that is said; take
notes if it will help you. Look interested, and ask questions - being careful that you
aren’t asking something that has already been covered.

2

Informal networking
Throughout the day, you may be introduced to diferent members of staf who you
will be able to socialise with over break periods. This is your opportunity to ask
questions about what it is like to work in the company or industry in a less formal
environment than that of an interview. Be aware of what you say - some companies
will ask employees their opinions of candidates they have talked to.

3

Group exercises
These will usually comprise of a group discussion and/or problem-solving task, with
candidates assessing your individual behaviour within a group setting. Assessors
here will be looking at your ability to communicate with other candidates - you’ll
need to use active listening, persuasion, analytical thinking and rapport skills. Read
more about these on the next page.

4

5
6

7

In-tray exercises
This will test how you would respond to challenges that you would likely face in
your day-to-day role. You will be given a variety of documents like letters, voicemail
messages and emails. You’ll be asked to prioritise and respond to them within a
timeframe. Be analytical, using what you know of the priorities of the organisation
and role to help you. Use all of the information given to you, and keep within time
and word limits.
Psychometric Tests
Read more about these in the relevant section of this resource.
Presentations
This is an opportunity to show your research and communication skills. You may be
asked to prepare this before the day, or be given some time on the day. In both
situations, read all information carefully and practice to time. Speak clearly, and use
short bullet points at most to read from so you can keep eye contact. If possible
and relevant, bring handouts for the assessors. Ensure to back up your slides if you
have any to use.
Interviews
Some assessment centres will include a standard job interview as part of their day.

Assessment Centres
Group exercises
These exercises will usually involve you working with anywhere between fve to
twelve other candidates. While you will be working as a group, always keep in
mind that assessors will be looking at you as an individual.
Often you will be given a large amount of information to read and discuss as
a team within a set time frame. This information will usually be relevant to the
role you applied for - for instance, a case study of a situation the company has
been involved in before.
There may be too much information to read through thoroughly in the time
given. If so, skim through and highlight key points as you do. Think about how you
communicate with those in your team at all times - including how much you listen to
them. You will need to strike a balance between taking on opinions from your group,
and leading with your own. You can always use sector knowledge to assist you here.
Ensure you read the key instructions as closely as possible to pass the task.

Common group exercise issues
One or more of your peers is aggressive and attempting to dominate the group
Body language and tone are important. Don’t shout down aggressive members of your
group, but make sure you are clear if you do speak up. Difuse aggression with interest,
listening and calm/clear communication. Remember to focus on your own performance.
You are speaking too much or too little
Share your thoughts when relevant, but only if they have not already been covered. Praise
your group member’s ideas, and encourage those who have not spoken much to speak
more - then be careful not to interrupt them and discourage others who try to. When they
are done, don’t be afraid to challenge any ideas you disagree with.
You are indecisive and hesitant
If the group is having trouble coming to a decision, present two options that have been
motioned. Ask if anyone has further opinions to present and go forward with a short vote.
The group is going of track and losing time
Quality over quanitity. Keep your contributions short and keep an eye on the time to note
when you should move on to cover all that is asked of the group.

Psychometric tests
Why am I being tested?
Employers will often use psychometric tests as part of the recruitment process to
assess aspects of a candidate that that might not be clear to them in a CV, interview
or other kind of assessment task. Psychometric tests can look at:

1
2
3
4

Verbal/numerical skills
These could involve exercises such as word sorting and sequential tests. They will
look at your reasoning, logic, and analysis.
Diagrammatic and spatial reasoning
These will look at your sense of logic, visual thinking and your organisation skills.
Technical skills
These tests will relate directly to the role you are applying for. This may involve
syntax for computer programming, data checking or mechanical questions
depending on the role.
Personality and behaviour
These tests are assessing you for a cultural ft - answer honestly rather than saying
what you believe the employer wants to hear. If your honest answer would get you
eliminated, it is likely you would not enjoy the role. These tests give employers a
profle of your interests and working style.

Example test questions
1. Verbal
In the 100m Mens Running Final, Yohan Blake fnished ahead of Akani Simbine.
Yohan Blake did not place higher than Andre De Grasse
Justin Gatlin fnished ahead of Andre De Grasse, but was beaten by Usain Bolt.
What place did Justin Gatlin fnish in?
2. Diagrammatic
Which arrow comes next in this sequence?
a.

b.

c.

d.

3. Personality
I can work efciently even when my environment is disorganised.
strongly disagree

disagree

neutral

agree

Correct Answers

strongly

To practice
Psychometric Tests
visit our Graduates First
Platform
www.graduatesfrst.com/
university-careersservice/lincoln

1. Second 2. c 3. Whichever answer most applies to you

Games and Psychometrics

Increasingly employers are using video games as part of their assessment
process. These games focus on cognitive, emotional and social traits, attempting
to understand people’s inherent behaviour. They have been developed from
neuroscience theory and literature.
Usually they take about 25mins to complete and there are no right or wrong
answers, they are developed to discover more about your behaviours in certain
situations.
If you are asked to take part then be yourself and remember:
•

It may be called a game but it is a behavioural assessment so give it your full
attention

•

When taking the assessment place the phone/tablet on do not disturb

•

Find a quiet, distraction free environment

•

No gaming experience needed

Job acceptance and
rejection
How to deal with being rejected
Rejection at any stage of a job application process can be a troubling and
hard prospect to deal with, especially if you were passionate about the role
being ofered. It is completely valid and normal to feel upset about being
unsuccessful - but also important to learn from it and not let rejection
defeat you.

1
2

Refect
Take some time to identify exactly what went wrong. If possible, send a polite
note to the employer asking for feedback. Ensure you keep this constructive and
don’t argue about their descision, simply see if they can assist you with future
opportunities. A positive request may mean they keep you in mind for future roles.
Plan
Using the information you have learned from your refection and any feedback you have
received, create a plan to improve and move onto your next steps. Remember that you
can always visit the Careers Centre or contact us to receive assistance in building a plan
or fguring out what to do next.

3

Go to your support network
When you are feeling rejected, it’s natural to feel like you want to isolate yourself.
While difcult, it’s a healthier option to work through this feeling and surround
yourself with your friends, family or supportive staf members within the University
(such as Careers & Employability, or Student Wellbeing). Be open about your
troubles, and you will often be surprised by the support you receive.

4

Find what makes you happy
Remind yourself that this is not the end of the world. Taking a moment to be
thankful for even small things you enjoy can help lift your mood, and assist in
motivating you to move onto more positive thoughts and actions.

5
6

Do something diferent
While going through a jobseeking process, it is easy to be caught in a routine. Find
a new hobby to be passionate about, or think about investigating opportunities in a
diferent industry. A diferent direction can be refreshing and constructive.
Take purposeful breaks
While it is important to get back into jobseeking quickly after facing rejection, it
is equally important to take care of your mental health. Plan breaks for yourself to
relax and take your mind of your hunt for small and purposeful amounts of time.

Job acceptance and
rejection
Receiving an ofer - next steps
If you have received a job ofer, well done! You will now need to take some
time to refect and make some fnal considerations on whether or not the ofer
is right for you. Contact the employer, thank them for their ofer and request a
day or two to read over everything. Always get a full ofer in writing. Request a
written ofer if you have not yet received it.
In some cases, you may have received an ofer while you are still waiting to hear
from another employer. This is especially difcult if the other employer is one you
would prefer to work for. In this case, request some time to consider the ofer but
set an exact timeframe of no more than a week. It may be that you will need to risk
rejecting the ofer if you are determined to wait for a better ofer.
Think carefully and do not accept an ofer until you are confdent it will suit you.
Request a meeting to negotiate the terms of your employment if necessary.

Areas to consider
1

What are your expectations of this role and this employer?

2

How does this ofer ft in with your career wants and needs?

3

How much are you really able to compromise on?

4

Do other benefts make up for not having something you wanted?

5

What impact will this job have on your life?

6

Will you enjoy and feel appropriately challenged by this role long term?

7

Are the benefts (eg. retirement pension) appropriate?

Job acceptance and
rejection
Asking for time to consider an ofer or negotiate
Employers should be happy to allow you time to consider your ofer if it is
something you really need. The key is to set yourself a deadline, be positive, and
not to dither on decision making. Know exactly what you need to know to make
a decision (for example, you may need to ensure you have the ofer in writing),
and ensure the employer knows they won’t be waiting forever for you. Generally
it’s advised to ask for this over the phone, only using emails if that has been
your primary communication. Here is a sample of how you might approach this
situation. This is not something you will need to do for all ofers you receive - if
you receive an ofer you are happy with, accepting it outright is fne:
Dear Mr Garwood,
Thanks so much for giving me this opportunity. As I said in my email following
the interview, I am very interested in the role and your company and excited
about a future working with you. That being said, going from university into
this role is going to be a signifcant transition for me and I would appreciate
being allowed some time to consider this ofer fully.
Firstly I would just like to clarify what is included in the healthcare plan - it’s
not clear if dental care is covered or not. I don’t believe it will be an issue if
it isn’t covered, just hoping to make sure I have a complete picture. Could
I please check with you that all details of this role have been sent to me in
writing so that I can review them thoroughly?
I don’t want to keep you waiting for my desicion, and so would like to confrm my
interest in this role by next Wednesday at the latest. Would you be available for a
meeting before then so that I can ask a few more questions in person?
Thanks again for this great opportunity and ofer, hope to speak with you in person
soon.
Kind regards,
Johnathan Patch

Job acceptance and
rejection
Rejecting an ofer
It’s possible you may realise after an interview that a role is not one you want
to work in. It can be a positive thing to withdraw from the process before
the employer makes you an ofer. Rejecting an ofer, or potential ofer, that is
not appropriate for you early will save the employer time and leave you in a
favourable light if you would like to take a role with them in future.
At whatever stage you turn down a role, it is important to be polite and
gracious, even if you feel they have mistreated you at some stage of the
process. Remember that the employer has invested time and efort to ofer
you what they believe to be a great opportunity. Keep positive about your
experience, and you may even gain a valuable extension to your network for
future opportunities. In most cases it is more personal and polite to call the
employer, but here is a sample email that may assist you in the wording to use:
Dear Ms Robinson,
Thank you for inviting me to interview. It was a pleasure to meet you and learn
about the Accounting Assistant role and your team.
However after careful consideration, I felt that the role did not ft quite in line with
my career goals.
I would like to wish you and the company all the best for the future.
Thank you for all your time and support and the opportunity to work for the
company.
Kind regards,
Johnathan Patch

Notes
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Get support from your Careers &
Employability Service
What we ofer
• Careers Clinic
Our Skills Advisers are available to support you with your job search or the recruitment process for
any role; part-time, placement, work experience or graduate.
Careers Clinic runs Monday - Friday, 1pm - 4pm.
•

Careers Guidance
Our Careers & Employability Advisers ofer 1:1 appointments to support you in exploring your
career options and planning.

•

Career Events
We have daily events running to provide information and support your development; some are
run by our expert Adviser team and others by employers. All events are advertised here; www.
uolcareers.co.uk/events

•

Lincoln Award
Our employability award is designed to support you in developing and learning how to
demonstrate your employability skills. At the end of the award you get the chance to put your
learning to the test in our Assessment Centre Experience! Each one is partnered wth an employer
and students fnd the opportunity to practise and the feedback they receive invaluable. Full details
can be seen here; www.uolcareers.co.uk/lincolnaward

•

Vacancy Postings
CareerLinc is our online portal where all vacancies are advertised; part-time, placement, work
experience and graduate roles. All students are already set up on the system so simply use your
University log-in to get started! www.careers.lincoln.ac.uk

•

Campus Jobs
Our student Employment Agency which advertises all jobs for the University on campus from
admin to retail, one of roles to ongoing part-time jobs, fnd out more here; www.uolcareers.co.uk/
students-graduates/jobs-employment-options/campus-jobs/

•

Online Resources
We have our own Careers & Employability online learning pathways on LinkedIn Learning. We also
provide many other online careers resources. More information can be seen here; www.uolcareers.
co.uk/students-graduates/online-resources-and-learning/

Careers Centre
Ground Floor, Library
Mon-Fri: 09:00-16:30
T: +44 (0) 1522 83 7828
E: careers@lincoln.ac.uk

www.uolcareers.co.uk
www.facebook.com/UOLCareers
www.twitter.com/UOLCareers

WHAT
WE
OFFER

The Careers Centre is open
09:00 - 16:30, Monday - Friday
Telephone: 01522 837828
Email: careers@lincoln.ac.uk
www.uolcareers.co.uk

